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ABSTRACT  

Purpose. To investigate the relationship between pupil diameter and refractive error and 

how refractive correction, target luminance, and accommodation modulate this 

relationship. Methods. Sixty emmetropic, myopic, and hyperopic subjects (age range, 18 to 

35 years) viewed an illuminated target (luminance: 10, 100, 200, 400, 1000, 2000, and 

4100 cd/m2) within a Badal optical system, at 0 diopters (D) and j3 D vergence, with and 

without refractive correction. Refractive error was corrected using daily disposable contact 

lenses. Pupil diameter and accommodation were recorded continuously using a 

commercially available photorefractor.  

Results. 

Nosignificantdifferenceinpupildiameterwasfoundbetweentherefractivegroupsat0Dorj3Dtarg

etvergence, in the corrected or uncorrected conditions. As expected, pupil diameter 

decreased with increasing luminance. Target vergence had no significant influence on 

pupil diameter. In the corrected condition, at 0 D target vergence, the accom- modation 

response was similar in all refractive groups. At j3 D target vergence, the emmetropic and 

myopic groups accommodated significantly more than the hyperopic group at all 

luminance levels. There was no correlation between accommodation response and pupil 

diameter or refractive error in any refractive group. In the uncorrected condition, the 

accommodation response was significantly greater in the hyperopic group than in the 

myopic group at all luminance levels, particularly for near viewing. In the hyperopic group, 
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the accommodation response was significantly correlated with re- fractive error but not 

pupil diameter. In the myopic group, accommodation response level was not correlated 

with refractive error or pupil diameter.  

Conclusions. Refractive error has no influence on pupil diameter, irrespective of refractive 

correction or accommodative demand. This suggests that the pupil is controlled by the 

pupillary light reflex and is not driven by retinal blur. (Optom Vis Sci 2015;92:00Y00)  

Key Words: pupil, refractive errors, myopia, accommodation, ocular, optical quality  

The pupil forms the physical aperture stop of the optical system of the eye 1, controlling 

both retinal illuminance and retinal image quality. 2-8 Retinal image quality of the corrected 

eye is optimum at pupil sizes of approximately 3-5 mm. 9 Diffraction and higher-order order 

aberrations cause deterioration in quality below and above, respectively, this range. 6, 7, 9-12  

When pupils are small, vision may be adversely affected by loss of retinal illumination.12, 13 

It has been suggested that the primary function of the pupillary light reflex is to maximise 

visual acuity over a wide luminance range.2, 3  

There are many factors that influence pupil diameter. The diameter of the pupil decreases 

with increasing age 8, 14-16, increasing retinal illumination, 3, 8, 16, 17 and when changing 

fixation from distance to near. 18-22 The primary stimulus for the pupil near response is 

assumed to arise through the near triad. 18-22 The near triad describes the linkage between 

pupil, accommodation, and convergence responses. 18-20, 22 Previous evidence suggests 

that the presence of blur-driven accommodation alone is not sufficient to drive the pupil 

near response. 18-20, 22 Proximal cues such as size change or lateral or vertical 

displacement of an approaching object have been found to be more compelling stimuli for 

the pupil near response. 18, 21, 22  

The notion that myopes have larger pupils dates back to the 18th century. 23 Anecdotal 

clinical evidence also suggests that myopic individuals have larger pupils than hyperopic 
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individuals. 24, 25 Hirsch and Weymouth concluded that there is a tendency for myopic 

subjects to have larger pupils than hyperopic and emmetropic subjects. 26 However, 

refractive error and accommodation were not controlled and pupil measurements were 

taken using a ruler, and were, therefore, subjective and crude. Other studies, where 

accommodation was controlled adequately, have not found any systematic difference in 

pupil diameter between myopic and emmetropic subjects. 16, 27, 28  

Winn et al. published the only study to investigate the pupil diameter of hyperopic subjects, 

under controlled conditions. 16 The effects of age, gender, refractive error, and iris colour 

on pupil diameter were investigated in emmetropic, myopic, and hyperopic subjects. Winn 

et al. found that the effect of age on pupil diameter was highly significant, while pupil 

diameter did not vary with gender, iris colour, or refractive group. 16 The hyperopic group 

had a greater mean age than the emmetropic and myopic groups (mean age: 40.5 years, 

41.5 years and 50.8 years respectively). Due to the wide age range of subjects (17-83 

years) and the difference in mean age between the refractive groups, it is possible that any 

refractive group differences in pupil diameter could have been confounded by the effect of 

age. 8, 16 

It has not yet been established whether there is a relationship between pupil diameter and 

refractive error in young subjects wearing refractive correction. It has been shown, using 

mydriasis and artificial pupils, that when uncorrected refractive error exists, visual acuity 

shows a pronounced dependence on pupil diameter, with the degree of dependence 

increasing with refractive error. 9 Physiological pupil diameter in the uncorrected eye is 

also of interest as many moderate hyperopic individuals (≤+2.00D) do not wear any 

refractive correction, and few pre-presbyopic hyperopes wear their full cycloplegic 

refractive correction. In addition, myopes often remove their spectacles to read. 

Systematic pupil diameter differences between refractive groups could have important 

implications for the level of aberration 7, 8, 29, 30 and magnitude of the depth of focus 8, 12, 13, 31 

in eyes under normal viewing conditions.   
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The aims of this study were to investigate the relationship between pupil diameter and 

refractive error in young emmetropic, myopic, and hyperopic subjects and to examine how 

refractive correction, target luminance, and accommodative effort modulate this 

relationship. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Subjects 

Sixty subjects from the student population at Glasgow Caledonian University participated 

with informed consent in the study (see Table 1), which was conducted in accordance with 

the Declaration of Helsinki. The refractive error of the right eye of each subject was 

determined using retinoscopy under cycloplegia (1 gtt. 1% cyclopentolate hydrochloride). 

A univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted, with refractive group as the 

between-subject factor and age as the dependent variable. There was no significant age 

difference between the refractive groups (F2,60 = 2.76, p=0.07). All subjects had visual 

acuity of at least 6/6 Snellen (LogMar 0.00), no systemic pathology, and astigmatism 

≤0.50DC in order to justify use of Mean Spherical Equivalent (MSE) correction. 

All myopic and hyperopic subjects participated in 2 experimental conditions; one where the 

MSE cycloplegic refractive error was fully corrected with daily disposable contact lenses (1 

Day Acuvue, Johnson&Johnson) and the other where no refractive correction was worn. 

The order of the 2 sets of conditions was randomised. The emmetropic subjects 

participated in the study only once and are included in the corrected condition. 

Measurements were taken from the right eye and the left eye was occluded. 
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Methods 

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1. Subjects viewed a 6/12 Snellen equivalent 

within an illuminated field of 5.4x3.6 degrees. Target luminance was altered using neutral 

density (ND) filters within a slide projector. The following target luminance levels were 

presented: 10, 100, 200, 400, 1000, 2000 and 4100 cd.m-2. Randomisation of the order of 

target luminance presentation was not reasonable due to the considerable recovery time 

that was required between targets with large differences in luminance. Thus, the targets 

were presented in increasing order of brightness and one minute of adaptation at each 

luminance level was provided before measurements were taken. 16 Targets were 

presented at vergence levels of 0D and -3D in a +5D Badal optical system. 

Infra-red pupillometry was performed using a photorefractor (PowerRefractor II, Plus Optix, 

Erlangen, Germany). This was aligned perpendicularly to the viewing system via a hot 

mirror (LEGB-Borofloat, Jena, Germany) that transmitted visible light (>92%, 425-675nm) 

but reflected infra-red light at 45º (>95%, 750-1150nm). Continuous recordings of pupil 

diameter and spherical refractive error (in the vertical meridian) of 1 minute duration were 

obtained from the right eye, under each viewing condition, at a sampling frequency of 

25Hz. The PowerRefractor II measures entrance pupil diameter, the visible image of the 

physical aperture stop in object space which has been magnified by refraction through the 

cornea. 1, 32, 33 It has been shown to accurately measure pupil diameter and refractive error 

when pupil diameter is greater than 3mm, 34, 35 although the best signal-to-noise ratio is 

achieved when the pupil diameter is greater than 4mm. 35  

 

In the corrected condition, the refractive error data represented the accommodation 

response level, whereas in the uncorrected condition the accommodation response level 

was calculated by subtracting the spherical refractive error component of each subject 

from the PowerRefractor II data. 
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Statistical analysis for the pupil diameter and accommodation data was performed using a 

Repeated Measures ANOVA with refractive group (emmetropic/myopic/hyperopic) and 

target vergence (0D/-3D) as the between subjects factors, and target luminance (10, 100, 

200, 400, 1000, 2000 and 4100 cd.m-2) as the within subject variable. We used the 95% 

confidence limits of the mean. If a significant functional effect was identified in the main 

ANOVA, the data were further analysed using Bonferroni post-hoc tests. These are 

particularly conservative tests providing protection over type I error. 

 

Results 

Pupil Diameter 

Figure 2 shows the mean pupil diameter in the emmetropic, myopic and hyperopic groups, 

at the 0D and -3D target vergence levels, in the corrected and uncorrected conditions.  

In the corrected condition, pupil diameter decreased significantly with increasing target 

luminance (Repeated Measures ANOVA F6,114=385.79, p<0.001). Post-hoc tests showed 

that this occurred at 0D (p<0.001) and -3D (p<0.001) target vergence. Pupil diameter was 

not significantly influenced by refractive group (Repeated Measures ANOVA F2,114=0.09, 

p=0.91). There was no significant difference in pupil diameter between the 0D and -3D 

target vergence levels (Repeated Measures ANOVA F1,114=3.40, p=0.68). However, when 

the individual difference in pupil diameter between 0D and -3D target vergence was 

calculated, this was significantly different from zero (Repeated Measures ANOVA 

F6,46=2.58, p=0.02). 

In the uncorrected condition, pupil diameter decreased significantly with increasing target 

luminance (Repeated Measures ANOVA F6,85=247.22, p<0.001). Post-hoc tests showed 

that this occurred at 0D (p<0.001) and -3D (p<0.001) target vergence. Pupil diameter was 
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not significantly influenced by refractive group (Repeated Measures ANOVA F2,85=0.62, 

p=0.54). There was a significant difference in pupil diameter between the 0D and -3D 

target vergence levels (Repeated Measures ANOVA F1,85=4.46, p=0.04). However, this 

was not influenced by refractive group (Repeated Measures ANOVA F1,85=0.57, p=0.45).  

 

Accommodation Response 

Figure 3 shows the mean accommodation response level in the corrected and the 

uncorrected conditions.  

In the corrected condition, there was a significant difference in accommodation response 

between the refractive groups (Repeated Measures ANOVA F2,69=6.51, p=0.003), which 

was significantly influenced by target vergence (Repeated Measures ANOVA F2,69=5.75, 

p=0.005). At 0D target vergence, post-hoc tests showed that there was no difference in 

accommodation response between the refractive groups (p=0.99). At -3D target vergence, 

post-hoc tests showed that there was a significant difference in accommodation response 

between the refractive groups (p<0.001). Post-hoc tests showed that accommodation 

response was significantly greater in the emmetropic (p<0.001) and the myopic (p<0.001) 

groups than the hyperopic group, and this was the case at all target luminances (p<0.001 

for all comparisons). There was no difference in accommodation response between the 

emmetropic and myopic groups (p=0.91). 

In the uncorrected condition, there was a significant difference in accommodation 

response between the refractive groups (Repeated Measures ANOVA F1,64=88.23, 

p<0.001), which was significantly influenced by target vergence (Repeated Measures 

ANOVA F2,64=5.13, p=0.03). Pairwise comparisons showed that the accommodation 

response was significantly greater in the hyperopic group than the myopic group at all 
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luminance levels in both the 0D (p<0.012 for all comparisons) and -3D (p<0.001 for all 

comparisons) target vergence conditions. 

 

Correlation between Accommodation Response and Pupil Diameter 

Accommodation response level was not significantly correlated with pupil diameter at 0D 

(emmetropic group: Pearson correlation R=0.52, p=0.07; myopic group: Pearson 

correlation R=-0.23, p=0.31; hyperopic group: Pearson correlation R=0.33, p=0.20) or -3D 

(emmetropic group: Pearson correlation R=0.09, p=0.70; myopic group: Pearson 

correlation R=0.24, p=0.27; hyperopic group: Pearson correlation R=0.01, p=0.97) target 

vergence, in the corrected condition. Neither was accommodation response level 

correlated with pupil diameter at 0D (myopic group: Pearson correlation R=0.47, p=0.06; 

hyperopic group: Pearson correlation R=-0.56, p=0.06) or -3D (myopic group: Pearson 

correlation R=0.28, p=0.24; hyperopic group: Pearson correlation R=0.02, p=0.94) target 

vergence, in the uncorrected condition. 

 

Correlation between Accommodation Response and Refractive Error 

In the corrected condition, accommodation response level was not significantly correlated 

with refractive error at 0D (emmetropic group: Pearson correlation R=0.30, p=0.20; myopic 

group: Pearson correlation R=0.20, p=0.09; hyperopic group: Pearson correlation R=0.09, 

p=0.73) or -3D (emmetropic group: Pearson correlation R=0.03, p=0.91: myopic 

group:Pearson correlation R=0.15, p=0.68; hyperopic group: Pearson correlation R=0.21, 

p=0.42) target vergence. 

In the uncorrected condition, accommodation response level was significantly correlated 

with refractive error in the hyperopic group at 0D (Pearson correlation R=0.60, p=0.04) and 

-3D (Pearson correlation R=0.72, p=0.004) target vergence. There was no such correlation 
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in the myopic group (0D target vergence: Pearson correlation R=0.09, p=0.46; -3D target 

vergence: Pearson correlation R=0.28, p=0.36).  

 

Discussion  

The main aims of this study were to establish whether there is any systematic variation in 

pupil diameter with refractive error in young emmetropic, myopic and hyperopic subjects, 

and to examine how refractive correction, target luminance, and accommodative effort 

modulate this relationship.  

Winn et al. published the only prior study to investigate the pupil diameter of hyperopic 

subjects, under controlled experimental conditions, where the effects of age, gender, 

refractive error, and iris colour upon pupil diameter were investigated, in subjects ranging 

in age from 17-83 years. 16 Refractive error was fully corrected and the target was 

presented at infinity (0D target vergence). Winn et al. found that age was the only factor to 

significantly influence pupil diameter. 16 The results of the present study both agree with 

the refractive error findings of Winn et al. 16 and extend previous work by confirming that 

pupil diameter does not vary between refractive groups, when the confounding factor of 

age is removed. The present study has the added uniqueness of demonstrating that this 

finding is independent of target vergence. The results are in agreement with other studies, 

21, 22 which demonstrated, in emmetropic subjects, that the presence of blur-driven 

accommodation alone is not sufficient to drive the pupil near response. The present study 

extends previous work by also including myopic and hyperopic subjects. 

Hirsch and Weymouth reported larger pupils in myopes, compared to emmetropes and 

hyperopes, when refractive error was uncorrected. 26 However, the accommodation 

response was not measured or controlled, the target luminance was not standardised and 

the pupil diameter was measured subjectively. 26 The present study is the first to measure 
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pupil diameter without refractive error correction, under controlled experimental conditions, 

and demonstrates that hyperopic individuals have similar pupil diameters to emmetropic 

and myopic individuals, both when corrected and uncorrected, for distance and near 

viewing. This is surprising given that the hyperopic group exerted greater levels 

accommodation than the emmetropic and myopic group, when no refractive error 

correction was worn, at 0D and -3D target vergence. There was no correlation between 

pupil diameter and accommodation response in any condition. These findings suggest that 

accommodation is not a major contributor to pupil diameter.  

In the corrected condition, at 0D target vergence, the mean accommodation response was 

<0.50D in all refractive groups, which was expected given that subjects were fully 

corrected and under no accommodative demand. However, when an accommodative 

demand was present, the hyperopic group accommodated less than the emmetropic and 

myopic groups, who accommodated by a similar amount. This finding was unexpected but 

could be due to the fact that the hyperopes were wearing their full cycloplegic correction 

and were, therefore, functionally overcorrected (as young hyperopes are accustomed to 

being under-corrected and will not normally tolerate their full correction). Had the 

hyperopic group been wearing their habitual refractive correction, it is expected that they 

would have accommodated by a similar amount to the emmetropic and myopic groups 

(although, unfortunately, this was not tested). It is worth noting that all of the refractive 

groups demonstrated accommodative lag.  

In the uncorrected condition, at 0D target vergence, the myopic group did not 

accommodate more than 0.50D. This was expected as the target would appear blurred to 

these myopic individuals and any accommodation response would only increase the level 

of blur. At -3D target vergence, the myopic group only accommodated by an average of 

~1.00D. This is due to the fact that the (near) target would be relatively clear to many of 

the myopic subjects as it was positioned at their far point and a full accommodative 

response was not required. Despite taking their refractive error into account, by subtracting 
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the spherical refractive error component of each subject from the PowerRefractor II 

refractive error data, the hyperopic group over-accommodated at both the 0D and -3D 

vergence levels (~2.50D and ~4.50D respectively). This finding was unexpected and the 

reasons for this are unclear. We suggest that this reduction in accuracy of the 

accommodation response was caused by the additional accommodative demand placed 

on the hyperopic group by their uncorrected refractive error. Alternatively, it is possible that 

cyclopentolate (1%) did not reveal their full refractive error which could explain this 

exaggerated accommodation response.  

The results of the present study suggest that refractive error has no influence upon pupil 

diameter, irrespective of refractive correction or accommodative demand. This suggests 

that the pupil is controlled by the pupillary light reflex and is not driven by retinal blur.  
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1: Experimental set-up (not to scale) 

Figure 2: Pupil diameter and target luminance in the emmetropic (E), myopic (M) and the hyperopic (H) 

groups, at 0D and -3D target vergence when refractive error was corrected and not corrected. Error 

bars are standard deviations  

Figure 3: The mean accommodation response levels for all refractive groups in the emmetropic (E), 

myopic (M) and hyperopic (H) groups in: a) the corrected condition at 0D target vergence; b) the 
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corrected condition at 3D target vergence; c) the uncorrected condition at 0D target vergence; d) the 

uncorrected condition at 3D target vergence. In the uncorrected condition, the accommodation 

response level was calculated by subtracting the spherical refractive error component of each subject 

from the PowerRefractor II data. Error bars are standard deviations 
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Figure 1 

 

the within-subject variable. We used the 95% confidence limits of
the mean. If a significant functional effect was identified in the
main ANOVA, the data were further analyzed using Bonferroni
post hoc tests. These are particularly conservative tests providing
protection over type I error.

RESULTS

Pupil Diameter

F2 Fig. 2 shows the mean pupil diameter in the emmetropic,
myopic, and hyperopic groups, at the 0-D and j3-D target
vergence levels, in the corrected and uncorrected conditions.

In the corrected condition, pupil diameter decreased signifi-
cantly with increasing target luminance (repeated-measures
ANOVA F6,114 = 385.79, p G 0.001). Post hoc tests showed that
this occurred at 0 D (p G 0.001) and j3 D (p G 0.001) target
vergence. Pupil diameter was not significantly influenced by
refractive group (repeated-measures ANOVA F2,114 = 0.09, p =
0.91). There was no significant difference in pupil diameter
between the 0-D and j3-D target vergence levels (repeated-
measures ANOVA F1,114 = 3.40, p = 0.68). However, when the
individual difference in pupil diameter between 0 D and j3 D
target vergence was calculated, this was significantly different from
zero (repeated-measures ANOVA F6,46 = 2.58, p = 0.02).

In the uncorrected condition, pupil diameter decreased sig-
nificantly with increasing target luminance (repeated-measures
ANOVA F6,85 = 247.22, p G 0.001). Post hoc tests showed that this
occurred at 0 D (p G 0.001) andj3 D (p G 0.001) target vergence.
Pupil diameter was not significantly influenced by refractive group
(repeated-measures ANOVA F2,85 = 0.62, p = 0.54). There was a
significant difference in pupil diameter between the 0-D and j3-D
target vergence levels (repeated-measures ANOVA F1,85 = 4.46,
p = 0.04). However, this was not influenced by refractive group
(repeated-measures ANOVA F1,85 = 0.57, p = 0.45).

Accommodation Response

F3 Fig. 3 shows the mean accommodation response level in the
corrected and the uncorrected conditions.

In the corrected condition, there was a significant difference in
accommodation response between the refractive groups (repeated-
measures ANOVA F2,69 = 6.51, p = 0.003), which was signifi-
cantly influenced by target vergence (repeated-measures ANOVA
F2,69 = 5.75, p = 0.005). At 0 D target vergence, post hoc tests
showed that there was no difference in accommodation response
between the refractive groups (p = 0.99). At j3 D target vergence,
post hoc tests showed that there was a significant difference in
accommodation response between the refractive groups (p G
0.001). Post hoc tests showed that accommodation response was
significantly greater in the emmetropic (p G 0.001) and the my-
opic (p G 0.001) groups than the hyperopic group, and this was
the case at all target luminances (p G 0.001 for all comparisons).
There was no difference in accommodation response between the
emmetropic and myopic groups (p = 0.91).

In the uncorrected condition, there was a significant difference in
accommodation response between the refractive groups (repeated-
measures ANOVA F1,64 = 88.23, p G 0.001), which was signifi-
cantly influenced by target vergence (repeated-measures ANOVA
F2,64 = 5.13, p = 0.03). Pairwise comparisons showed that the
accommodation response was significantly greater in the hyperopic
group than in the myopic group at all luminance levels in both the
0-D (p G 0.012 for all comparisons) and j3-D (p G 0.001 for all
comparisons) target vergence conditions.

Correlation between Accommodation Response and
Pupil Diameter

Accommodation response level was not significantly corre-
lated with pupil diameter at 0 D (emmetropic group: Pearson
correlation AQ1R = 0.52, p = 0.07; myopic group: Pearson correlation
R = j0.23, p = 0.31; hyperopic group: Pearson correlation R = 0.33,
p = 0.20) or j3 D (emmetropic group: Pearson correlation R =
0.09, p = 0.70; myopic group: Pearson correlation R = 0.24, p =
0.27; hyperopic group: Pearson correlation R = 0.01, p = 0.97)
target vergence, in the corrected condition. Neither was accom-
modation response level correlated with pupil diameter at 0 D
(myopic group: Pearson correlation R = 0.47, p = 0.06; hyperopic
group: Pearson correlation R = j0.56, p = 0.06) or j3 D (myopic

FIGURE 1.
Experimental setup (not to scale).
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group: Pearson correlation R = 0.28, p = 0.24; hyperopic group:
Pearson correlation R = 0.02, p = 0.94) target vergence, in the
uncorrected condition.

Correlation between Accommodation Response and
Refractive Error

In the corrected condition, accommodation response level
was not significantly correlated with refractive error at 0 D

(emmetropic group: Pearson correlation R = 0.30, p = 0.20;
myopic group: Pearson correlation R = 0.20, p = 0.09; hyperopic
group: Pearson correlation R = 0.09, p = 0.73) or j3 D
(emmetropic group: Pearson correlation R = 0.03, p = 0.91:
myopic group: Pearson correlation R = 0.15, p = 0.68; hyperopic
group: Pearson correlation R = 0.21, p = 0.42) target vergence.

In the uncorrected condition, accommodation response level
was significantly correlated with refractive error in the hyperopic
group at 0 D (Pearson correlation R = 0.60, p = 0.04) and j3 D

FIGURE 2.
Pupil diameter and target luminance in the emmetropic (E), myopic (M), and the hyperopic (H) groups, at 0D andj3D target vergencewhen refractive error
was corrected and not corrected. Error bars are SDs.
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(Pearson correlation R = 0.72, p = 0.004) target vergence. There
was no such correlation in the myopic group (0 D target vergence:
Pearson correlation R = 0.09, p = 0.46; j3 D target vergence:
Pearson correlation R = 0.28, p = 0.36).

DISCUSSION

The main aims of this study were to establish whether there is
any systematic variation in pupil diameter with refractive error in
young emmetropic, myopic, and hyperopic subjects and to

examine how refractive correction, target luminance, and ac-
commodative effort modulate this relationship.

Winn et al.15 published the only prior study to investigate the
pupil diameter of hyperopic subjects, under controlled experi-
mental conditions, where the effects of age, sex, refractive error,
and iris color on pupil diameter were investigated, in subjects
ranging in age from 17 to 83 years. Refractive error was fully
corrected and the target was presented at infinity (0 D target
vergence). Winn et al.15 found that age was the only factor to
significantly influence pupil diameter. The results of the present

FIGURE 3.
The mean accommodation response levels for all refractive groups in the emmetropic (E), myopic (M), and hyperopic (H) groups in (A) the corrected
condition at 0 D target vergence, (B) the corrected condition at 3 D target vergence, (C) the uncorrected condition at 0 D target vergence, and (D) the
uncorrected condition at 3 D target vergence. In the uncorrected condition, the accommodation response level was calculated by subtracting the spherical
refractive error component of each subject from the PowerRefractor II data. Error bars are SDs.
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